Catalyst

Enable.
iland Catalyst is the tool you need
to reduce complexity on your journey
to cloud.

Built by iland engineers with decades of combined experience, Catalyst can
help you plan and design a cloud solution that fits your applications’ unique
disaster recovery, backup, and application hosting needs.
A cloud sizing tool to rule them all.

Simplify the journey to cloud.

In today’s fast paced IT environment, time and accuracy matters.

iland understands the importance and the challenges of planning

Moving to the cloud can improve your organization’s efficiency,

and designing a cloud environment that meets performance

reduce your costs, and speed up your time to market. But only

and cost expectations. With Catalyst, we are further simplifying

if your cloud is designed for your unique needs. Over-provision

our customers’ journey to the cloud with complete strategy and

your cloud environment and you risk paying more for resources

planning visibility and detail.

you don’t need. Under-provision your cloud solution and you risk
impacting your application performance.

These are key steps in improving the desired end result: The right
cloud, for your business.

iland Catalyst is designed to address these challenges. Catalyst
is a lightweight software tool that can quickly take inventory of
a global environment through VMware vCenter. Customers can
use the tool to drag and drop or select individual workloads,
resource pools, or VM groups for their specific use cases including
backup, replication (disaster recovery), and application migration/
production environment.

iland Catalyst addresses the complexities of cloud sizing
and cost forecasting by enabling accurate modeling of
application performance and capacity requirements.

Experience you deserve.
With over 20 years of experience in application and data protection
services, iland takes a fundamentally different approach to
delivering cloud services. iland is a global cloud provider focused
on transforming and protecting customer IT environments by
simplifying the planning, migration, hosting, management, and
support of mission-critical workloads in the cloud.

Quickly aggregate, normalize, and
analyze data.
As customers are tasked by their executive team to determine if,
and how, they should leverage cloud, Catalyst can:
• Model your cloud sizing and capacity requirements based on
real-time production data. Quickly see how much storage,
compute, and memory you will need in the cloud
• Leverage a built-in database of real-world usage patterns for
accurate modeling of different scenarios
• Create custom groups for sizing individual workloads,
applications groups, or different production sites
• Test your model and network capabilities with any iland cloud
location to ensure an optimized experience. Update workload
bundles with estimates for data seeding or backup change rates
• Predict monthly usage costs using different usage scenarios
including ad-hoc/disaster events enabling you to model your
failover costs.

About iland
iland is a global cloud service provider of secure and compliant hosting for
infrastructure (IaaS), disaster recovery (DRaaS), and backup as a service (BaaS).
They are recognized by industry analysts as a leader in disaster recovery. The
award-winning iland Secure Cloud Console natively combines deep layered
security, predictive analytics, and compliance to deliver unmatched visibility and
ease of management for all iland cloud services.
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